I propose that a partial lobotomy be performed on all females at the age of thirteen. After two years of training, they would be ready to perform the roles of housewife and mother. Sexual training would be minimal—even a lobotomized female can be trained rather quickly to lie on her back and pretend to have an orgasm.

In addition to the obvious benefits, my plan would also aid the American economy. When women are removed from roles for which they are not fit, the vacancies would provide jobs for men and virtually eliminate unemployment. The cost of performing the lobotomies will be offset by the savings in public education costs. Twelve to sixteen years of schooling will be reduced to two years of intensive training.

I recommend we begin this simple, workable, and effective program as soon as possible. I must add, I desire no thanks or remuneration for my proposal. When mankind is delivered from the moral decadence brought about by feminist women—that will be my reward.

POEM

Linda Wood

A blue-grey cloud frowns around me,
Bleaking my world inside out.
Enter: you.
And all of a sudden your shining eyes
Reflect the brilliance of sunshine—
Light-joy!

Found: friend.

The world rides us with sharp-tipped spurs
Which easily draw tears and drops of life.
But grey days are far worse and forever gone,
For sunshine is contagious and it never,
Never dies.
I thank the Lord—He put it where I found it
(in your eyes).